
 

Agreement: Rio Grande Turkey Hunting on The Boomer Ranch 
 
We pride ourselves in having an excellent herd of Whitetail deer and quality Rio Grande turkey. 
It is our goal to allow you to have a safe and enjoyable hunt, so enjoyable that you become a 
repeat customer. In order to do this, we need your understanding and support of the following 
requirements: 
 

Safety: 
 
Safety is our #1 priority: 
-no loaded firearms(chamber or magazine) of any kind to be in the camp house area(until ready 
to be taken to the blinds or rifle range 
-shells will be placed in the magazine as hunter leaves for blind and in the chamber once the 
hunter is in the blind 
-safety will always be ON unless a gun is in a shooting position 
-rifle to be unloaded as you leave blind 
-snakes are uncommon but if you do see any snake, whether it is or not, consider it venomous 
and do what you can to avoid it while alerting your Guide 
-if the Guide feels that any hunter or his guest is impaired as they go to hunt, he will not take 
him/them hunting until such time that his/their condition(s) improve to be able to hunt safely 
 

Other Important Information 
 
…all hunts are Guided by the Boomer Ranch 
…we hunt WT(Whitetail) Bucks, WT Does and Rio Grande Turkey only 
…all hunters must have a valid hunting license 
…with advance discussion and approval, a hunter may be allowed to bring a guest(s) 
…in most cases, a guest is expected to accompany the hunter for all activities 
…before finalizing a reservation, WT rifle hunters need to inform Guides of what caliber rifle(s) 
and grain he intends to hunt with. Guide needs to approve in advance(this is for your benefit) 
…upon arrival, deer rifle hunters are required to sight in at our 100 yard range. Doing this will 
help prevent a hunter from paying for a buck that cannot be found after drawing blood 
…sight in for bow hunters will be at 25 yards on a bow cube 
…no pets allowed on Ranch grounds 
…no illegal drugs allowed on Ranch grounds 
…Guide fees are included in the overall fee. Guide gratuities are not included nor required, but 
certainly appreciated. This is strictly up to the hunter. 
…food/beverages are not provided by The Boomer Ranch but camp accommodations enable 
refrigeration and cooking  
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Rio Grande Turkey Hunting Packages/Pricing/Refunds/Deposits/Cancellations 
 
…turkey hunting at THE BOOMER RANCH is usually done only in Spring, due to the focus on 
Whitetail deer during fall and winter. Any turkeys harvested other than in Spring would need 
special approval 
…any turkey harvested without a Guide would also need special approval 
…bow and shotgun are the preferred weapons for hunting turkey, though some rifles may be 
approved 
 
 
Typical hunting packages include the following: 
-up to three days and two nights of accommodations at our hunters’ camp house 
-up to four hunts, typically the afternoon of day #1, the morning and afternoon hunts of day #2 
and the morning of day #3(only if necessary) 
 
 
 
***Important! For those hunters shooting a shotgun, please check your choke prior to 
hunting. What works best at our Ranch is a full choke with #4, #5 or #6 shot. You do not want 
to shoot a second bird by mistake, only because your choke was too moderate. Shooting a 
hen by mistake is also illegal.  
 
 
 

Rio Grande Turkey Hunting Packages 
 
One hunter, One Tom or Jake Turkey, 3 day, 2 night Package with Full Ranch Amenities 
 
…one hunter allowed one Tom Turkey(beard over 4” long) or Jake(beard under 4” long) 
…Cost = $795 
…hunt must be paid in full(cash or check only) within 5 days of making a reservation  
…cancellations after February 1, 2020 will result in a forfeiture of down payment 
 
…inclement weather, especially strong storms, can greatly contribute to an unsuccessful hunt. 
Also, despite your Guide’s best efforts, if no desired turkeys are able to be brought within 
harvesting range for the entire hunt, then a BRC(Boomer Ranch Credit) of $100 will be issued to 
the hunter. 
 
…this BRC can be used towards any future Rio Grande Turkey or Whitetail Deer hunt. The BRC 
remains on file at the ranch, and you will receive a receipt. There is no expiration on this BRC. 
 
…we will attempt to rebook you in the current season if schedules permit 
Two hunters, two Tom or Jake Turkeys, 3 day, 2 night Package with Full Ranch Amenities 
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…two hunters, each hunter allowed one Tom turkey(beard over 4” long) or Jake(beard under 
4” long) 
…Cost = $1175 
…a deposit of $600 will be due within 5 days of making a reservation in order to reserve a 
hunt(cash or check only) 
…the remainder of the cost($575) to be paid at the end of the hunt 
…cancellations after February 1, 2020 will result in a forfeiture of down payment 
 
…Inclement weather, especially strong storms, can greatly contribute to an unsuccessful hunt. 
Also, despite your Guide’s best efforts, if no desired turkeys are able to be brought within 
harvesting range for the entire hunt, then a BRC(Boomer Ranch Credit) of $100 will be issued to 
any such affected hunter. 
 
…this BRC can be used towards any future Rio Grande Turkey or Whitetail Deer hunt. The BRC 
remains on file at the ranch, and you will receive a receipt. There is no expiration on this BRC. 
 
…we will attempt to rebook you in the current season if schedules permit 
 
Day Hunt, one or two hunters, 1 or 2 Tom or Jake Turkeys, no Ranch Amenities. 
 
…one or two hunters, each allowed to harvest one Tom Turkey(beard over 4”) or Jake(beard 
under 4”) 
…Cost = $675 per hunter per day 
…hunter(s) must be paid in full within 5 days of making a reservation 
…cancellations after February 1, 2020 will result in forfeiture of down payment 
…a day hunt starts at 30 minutes before light and ends at dark  
…no overnight accommodations, but use of the camp house to relax between hunts may be 
permitted 
 
…inclement weather, especially strong storms, can greatly contribute to an unsuccessful hunt. 
Also, despite your Guide’s best efforts, if no desired turkeys are able to be brought within 
harvesting range for the entire hunt, then a BRC(Boomer Ranch Credit) of $100 will be issued to 
any such affected hunter. 
 
…this BRC can be used towards any future Rio Grande Turkey or Whitetail Deer hunt. The BRC 
remains on file at the ranch, and you will receive a receipt. There is no expiration on this BRC. 
 
…we will attempt to rebook you in the current season if schedules permit 
 
 
 
 

Rio Grande Turkey Agreement Signatures Page 
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The BOOMER RANCH requires that each hunter signs two documents: 
 
-acknowledgement of this four page Rio Grande Turkey Agreement which includes Ranch 
requirements and procedures 
 
-a standard liability waiver 
 
…any approved guest(s) over 18 would also have to sign the liability waiver. Any approved 
guests of the hunter who are under 18 would require the hunter to sign “assuming 
responsibility and liability” for them 
 
 
 
I have read and understand this four page Rio Grande Turkey Agreement and agree to abide by 
these requirements and procedures throughout my hunt. 
 
 
 
PRINTED NAME_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
SIGNED NAME_________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
DATE________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Once we get these very necessary instructions and signatures out of the way, let’s go out and 
enjoy some great hunting and relaxation on THE BOOMER RANCH. 
 
We look forward to meeting, hosting and watching you experience a safe and memorable hunt. 
 
 
Good Hunting! 
 
 
THE BOOMER RANCH 
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